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Other items from the Shear Comfort range not listed here are available as a “Special Buy In”.  
Please contact Briggate Medical for codes, pricing and further information on these items.

The Shear Comfort Wrap Around Boot offers full foot protection for use in and outdoors thanks   
to the low profile rubber sole. Comfort and an accommodating fit are ensured by the generous    
hook and loop strapping on the heel and top of the foot, allowing simple adjustment             
throughout the day to accommodate any discomfort or swelling.                                   
The natural properties of wool ensures that comfort and protection is provided to the foot.     
The moisture dissipation qualities of the wool ensure any perspiration is effectively wicked    
away from the skin.                                                                             

 Non-slip rubber sole                                                   
 Velcro straps that fix behind the heel and over the top of the foot    
 30mm thick sheepskin pile for a high level of comfort    
 Sheepskin density: 1900gsm                  

              

Shear Comfort Wrap Around Boot

SSWABXS Wrap Around Boot X/Small Pair

SSWABS Wrap Around Boot Small Pair

SSWABM Wrap Around Boot Medium Pair

SSWABL Wrap Around Boot Large Pair

SSWABXL Wrap Around Boot X/Large Pair

Shear Comfort Heel Protectors shield the skin on the heels, and provide protection for existing 
damaged skin. The wool layer wraps around the heel and ankle, leaving the rest of the foot free 
to move. Seams are positioned on the exterior of the protector to relieve the skin from areas   
of high pressure.                                                                               

 Velcro straps that fix over the top of the foot       
 30mm thick sheepskin pile for a high level of comfort    
 Sheepskin density: 1900gsm          

Shear Comfort Heel Protector

SSHPS Heel Protector Small Pair

SSHPM Heel Protector Medium Pair

SSHPL Heel Protector Large Pair

Shear Comfort Size Guide
(Australian Sizing)
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LADIES 
CM

5-6 
(23-24) 

7-8 
(25-26) 

8-9 
(27-28) 

10-11 
(29-30) 

12-13
(31-32)

MENS
CM

- 5-6 
(25-26) 

7-8 
(27-28) 

9-10 
(29-30) 

11-12
(31-32)


